
TUFTS UNIVERSITY APPLICATION ESSAYS

When you visit the Common Application or the Coalition Application website to fill out The Tufts writing supplement
consists of two required short response.

Or what do you hope to? C We all have a story to tell. In short, "Why Tufts? Make sure the club you choose is
a logical extension of the activities you did in high school: if you plan to major in engineering and were a
member of the robotics team you might check out Tufts Hybrid Racing team. What are the stories that
illuminate or explain who you are? I kept much of my childlike creativity, and infused it with technology.
What would you teach and why? I used the interactive learning device to memorize all bones in the body as
well as every state and its respective capital. This prompt can reveal your diversity in interests and how you
will bring that diversity to campus. If Tufts is your top choice, then this answer should come easily. One who
would rather work on a project than listen to a presentation. They embrace both science and art and have
taught me to embrace both as well. As a writer, this instantly excited me. Your response must be between -
words. What led you to study art? The feeling of expression that I got from actually picking my own notes to
play and creating my own musical phrases felt like talking instead of reciting. I want to make theatre useful by
studying other areas as well. Do not be overwhelmed by this prompt! This prompt gives you the opportunity to
share with the reader the meaning of your artwork. Please respond to one of the following three questions.
Before we move on to what could work, we strongly advise ignoring the second part of this question. What do
you care about and why?


